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	During 2013, Petsky Prunier tracked 2,600 M&A and investment transactions for a total
of $105.9 billion across four broad segments: Marketing Technology, Technology &
Communications, Software, and Information & Business Services. Compared to 2012,
volume and reported value across all segments were up 14 percent and nine percent,
respectively. Marketing Technology was the most active segment, accounting for nearly
one-third of total volume during the year with 831 transactions, of which 575 were worth
$18.7 billion in aggregate reported value. The highest value segment was Technology &
Communications with 498 deals, of which 377 were reported at $31.1 billion in aggregate
deal value. There were 23 +$1 billion transactions during the year, six of which were in the
Software segment, while another six were in the Information & Business Services segment.
[continued on page 2]
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Deal Notes Second Half 2013

M&A Activity
There were 1,224 mergers and acquisitions in 2013, of which 384 were
reported at $89.2 billion in aggregate deal value. M&A activity across
all segments was up five percent, while reported value increased eight
percent compared to 2012. Software was the most active M&A segment
in 2013, accounting for 31 percent and 27 percent of total M&A activity
and reported value, respectively. There were 375 Software acquisitions,
of which 112 were worth $24.2 billion in aggregate reported value.
Healthcare Software was the most active Software subsegment, with
69 transactions, of which 14 were reported at $2.2 billion in aggregate
value. The next most active subsegments were Security Software with
51 transactions, of which 21 were reported at $5.3 billion in aggregate
deal value, and ERP Software, with 53 transactions, of which 19 were
reported at $4.8 billion in aggregate deal value. M&A deals in the
Software segment during the second half of the year included:
	Cisco Systems’ $2.2 billion acquisition of cyber security product
company Sourcefire
	Hellman & Friedman’s $1.8 billion purchase of Applied Systems,
a provider of reporting and business intelligence software solutions
	Advent International’s $1.6 billion acquisition of Unit 4,
a Netherlands-based provider of cloud-based enterprise software
and financial accounting software solutions
Technology & Communications was the highest value M&A segment
in 2013 with 192 transactions, of which 89 were worth $26 billion
in aggregate reported deal value. Activity was driven by the Financial
Technology subsegment with 43 deals, of which 22 were worth
$7.1 billion in aggregate reported value. Acquisitions in the Technology
& Communications segment during the second half of the year included:
	Microsoft’s $7.2 billion acquisition of Nokia’s Devices & Services
Business, valuing the business unit at $19.6 billion
	NCR’s $1.7 billion purchase of financial management solutions
company Digital Insight
	Kohlberg Kravis Roberts’ $1.1 billion acquisition of Mitchell
International, a provider of development and provision of
claims-processing technology to insurance companies, at a reported
valuation of 12.1x EBITDA
	Summit Partners’ sale of Actix, a UK-based provider of mobile
network optimization software, to Amdocs for $120 million

Information & Business Services was the second-most active M&A
segment with 366 transactions, of which 103 were reported at $25
billion in aggregate deal value. The IT Consulting/Systems Integration
subsegment accounted for 26 percent of aggregate M&A deal volume
in the segment, while BPO made up 31 percent of the segment’s reported
value. Transactions during the second half of the year included:
	Monsanto’s $930 million purchase of The Climate Corporation, a
company that offers real-time weather data used to provide insurance
to farmers
	CoreLogic’s $661 million acquisition of Marshall & Swift/Boeckh,
a provider of property valuation solutions to the property and
casualty insurance industry, which includes DataQuick Information
Systems, a property data and analytics information company, and the
credit and flood services operations of DataQuick Lender Solutions
	BC Partner’s $624 million purchase of UK-based financial news and
business intelligence company Mergermarket
Reported M&A value in the Marketing Technology segment was up
121 percent from 2012, largely driven by nine Email/Messaging Software
transactions, of which five were reported worth $4 billion. Analytics
& Reporting was the most active subsegment during the year with 33
acquisitions, of which seven were reported at $523 million in aggregate
value. Transactions in the Marketing Technology segment during the
second half of the year included:
	Baidu’s $1.9 billion acquisition of China-based Android app
distribution platform 91 Wireless from NetDragon Websoft
	Oracle’s pending purchase of Responsys, a provider of on-demand
email and marketing automation software, valuing the company
at 7.7x revenue
	Digital Generation’s $485 million divestiture of its advertising
distribution business VisionFusion, to Extreme Reach
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Investment Activity

Buyer & Investor Activity

There were 1,376 investments made in 2013, of which 1,239 were
reported at $16.7 billion in aggregate value. Compared to the previous
year, total investment volume and value were up 24 percent and 18
percent, respectively, largely as a result of 115 additional transactions being
announced in the Technology & Communications segment for a total of
306 investments, with 288 reported for an aggregate value of $5.1 billion.
Marketing Technology was the most active investment segment, with 540
deals, of which 495 were worth $4.7 billion in aggregate reported value.
Volume and reported value in the segment increased 15 percent and 14
percent, respectively, from 2012. Investment activity in the segment was
led by the Content Management subsegment with 69 investments, of
which 63 were reported to total $415 million in value. Investment activity
increased by the greatest percentage in the BI Tools and CRM subsegments
with 44 and 35 investments, respectively. Investments in Marketing
Technology during the second half of the year included:

Strategic buyers announced 1,092 deals during the year, of which 329
were reported at $58 billion in aggregate deal value. Software was the
most active segment among strategic buyers, with 327 acquisitions in
2013, while Technology & Communications was the highest value
segment with $22.7 billion in reported deal value. The most active buyers
across all segments were Cisco and IBM, each with nine acquisitions
during the year.

	The $165 million investment led by Insight Venture Partners in
HootSuite Media, a provider of Web-based social media management
solutions for businesses and organizations
	Summit Partners’ $80 million investment in Clarabridge, a company
that provides customer experience analytics software that enable
customers to integrate and analyze customer feedback
	A $50 million investment led by a group of private investors in
Lithium Technologies, a provider of enterprise-wide social customer
experience solutions
Investment volume and reported value in the Software segment were
up 11 percent and 43 percent, respectively, from 2012, with 404
investments, of which 360 were worth $5.8 billion in aggregated
reported deal value. The Security Software and Healthcare Software
subsegments were the most active, accounting for 18 percent and 17
percent of activity in the segment, respectively. Software investments
during the second half of the year included:
	The $150 million investment in MongoDB, which develops a crossplatform document-oriented database system, from New Enterprise
Associates, Sequoia Capital, Red Hat, Salesforce.com, Intel Capital,
and Altimeter Capital Management
	Insight Venture Partners’ $100 million investment in Anaqua, a provider
of cloud-based intellectual asset management software solutions
	Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers’ $93 million investment in Telogis,
a provider of a SaaS-based location intelligence platform that allows
companies to manage their workforces

Buyout firms completed 131 acquisitions in 2013, of which 54 were
worth $31 billion in aggregate reported deal value. A combined total
of 94 of those transactions were in the Software and Information &
Business Services segments, accounting for 72 percent of total reported
buyout volume and 85 percent of reported value. Private equity
transactions in the second half of the year included:
	Thoma Bravo’s $1 billion acquisition of Intuit’s financial services
business at a reported valuation of 3.3x revenue
	Vista Equity Partners’ $644 million acquisition of Greenway Medical
Technologies, which develops information technology solutions
to healthcare providers, valuing the company at 4.9x revenue
	New Mountain Capital’s $417 million acquisition of UK-based
recruiting consultancy Alexander Mann Solutions
Venture and growth capital investors closed 1,376 transactions, of which
1,239 were reported at $16.7 billion in aggregate deal value. Andreessen
Horowitz, Battery Ventures, and Bessemer Venture Partners were the
most active investors, each with 20 investments during the year.

IPO Activity
There were 15 IPOs in the Technology, Software, Information &
Business Services industries in 2013, seven of which were in the
Technology & Communications segment. Nine companies priced at the
low-end or below their initial filing ranges: Barracuda Networks, Mavenir
Systems, Sungy Mobile, Commscope Holding Company, Endurance
International, Forgame Holdings, Covisint Corporation, Montage
Technology Limited, and Violin Memory. IMS Health, Nimble Storage,
and Varonis Systems filed to go public in 2013 but have yet to price.
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4Q13 M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 600 transactions were announced in 4Q13, of which 419
were worth $21 billion in aggregate reported deal value. Software was
the highest value segment in 4Q13, with 188 deals, of which 129 were
reported at $8.9 billion in aggregate deal value. The largest Software
transaction during the quarter was Hellman & Friedman’s $1.8 billion
acquisition of Applied Systems. There were 191 deals in the Marketing
Technology segment, of which 139 were reported at $3.9 billion in
aggregate deal value. The largest acquisition during the quarter in the
Marketing Technology segment was Oracle’s $1.5 billion pending
purchase of Responsys, a provider of on-demand email and marketing
automation software. The most active subsegment across all segments was
Financial Technology, a subsegment of Technology & Communications,
with 33 transactions, of which 30 were reported at $2 billion in
aggregate deal value.

Technology, Software, and Information & Business Services Industries

4Q13 M&A and Investment Activity
($ in Millions)
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Marketing Technology
M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 831 deals (291 acquisitions and 540 investments) were completed in the Marketing Technology segment in 2013, of which 575 were
reported at $18.7 billion in aggregate value. Acquisition activity was led by the Analytics & Reporting and Content Management subsegments,
with 33 and 31 transactions, respectively. Marketing Technology M&A in the second half of the year included:
	Apple’s $200 million acquisition of Topsy Labs, a social media analytics firm that tracks trending topics on Twitter and other social media networks
	Go Daddy’s $70 million acquisition of Locu, a platform that helps merchants manage listing data regarding their businesses on search engines and
local review sites, valuing the company at nearly 4x revenue
	Yahoo’s acquisition of Xobni, a plug-in for Microsoft Outlook that helps users organize their inboxes, reportedly valued at more than $60 million
Analytics & Reporting and Content Management were also the most invested subsegments for 2013, together accounting for one-quarter of total
investments in the segment. Compared to the third quarter, combined reported investment value across these subsegments increased 47 percent in
4Q13, while activity was down nine percent. The largest investment in the segment during the second half of the year was the $165 million investment
in HootSuite Media from Insight Venture Partners, at a reported $500 million valuation. Additional investments in the segment included:
	Summit Partners’ and General Catalyst Partners’ $80 million investment in Clarabridge, which provides customer experience analytics software
enabling customers to integrate and analyze customer feedback
	The $50 million financing of cloud-based commerce management solution Zuora co-led by Next World Capital and Vulcan Capital

Most Active Marketing Technology Subsegments

Buyers
The most active strategic buyers in the segment during 2013 were IMS Health and Yahoo, which each completed four acquisitions.
Compared to 3Q13, venture and growth capital investment activity in the fourth quarter fell 17 percent, while strategic buyer activity was flat.

Marketing Technology Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Technology & Communications
M&A and Investment Activity
Petsky Prunier tracked 499 Technology & Communications transactions, 116 of which were reported in the fourth quarter. Financial Technology
and Communications Software were the most active subsegments throughout the year, with 115 and 56 deals, respectively. The Financial Technology
subsegment’s large number of transactions was primarily due to an increase in activity involving mobile payment companies. Transactions from the
subsegment in the second half of the year included:
	NCR’s $1.7 billion purchase of financial management solutions company Digital Insight
	LifeLock’s $43 million purchase of digital wallet technology Lemon, which offers mobile money management applications
	GHL Systems’ $42 million acquisition of Australia-based e-pay Asia, an electronic payment service provider
	On Track Innovations’ $23 million acquisition of Israel-based SmartID, a provider of online payment solutions
Activity in the Communications Software subsegment increased 35 percent in volume during the fourth quarter, with 23 deals. M&A activity in the
subsegment during the second half of the year included:
	Wasserstein & Co.’s $340 million acquisition of Globecomm Systems, a provider of satellite-based managed network solutions
	Amdocs’ $129 million acquisition of Celcite Management Solutions, a company offering self-organizing network management solutions
	Amdocs’ $120 million cash acquisition of Actix, a UK-based provider of mobile network optimization software

Most Active Technology & Communications Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 35 percent of all transactions in the segment during 2013, with 174 transactions, 80 of which were worth $22.7 billion
in aggregate reported value, and 73 percent of the segment’s volume in the fourth quarter. Venture and growth capital investors had 307 transactions
during the year, of which 289 were reported at $5 billion in aggregate investment value. Financial Technology, Cloud Storage, and Cloud Computing
Technology were the most active subsegments among investors, with 72, 36, and 32 deals during the year, respectively.

Technology & Communications Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Software
M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 778 transactions were recorded in the Software segment (374 acquisitions and 404 investments), 471 of which were reported at $29.9
billion in aggregate deal value. Compared to 3Q13, reported value in the fourth quarter increased 23 percent, while volume fell 17 percent. Healthcare
Software was the most active subsegment in 2013 with 137 deals (69 acquisitions and 68 investments), of which 66 were reported at $3.2 billion in
aggregate value. Healthcare reform, the rising cost of care, and the move toward digital health records, among other issues, have fueled a robust deal
market. Healthcare Software transactions during the second half of the year included:
	Experian’s $850 million acquisition of Passport Health Communications, a company that offers data, analytics, and software to the healthcare
payments market, at a reported valuation of 7x revenue and more than 28x EBITDA
	Vista Equity Partners’ $644 million purchase of Greenway Medical Technologies, which develops integrated IT solutions and managed business
services to healthcare providers, at a reported valuation of 4.9x revenue
Security Software had 125 transactions (51 acquisitions and 74 investments) in 2013. Of those deals, 91 were reported at $6.2 billion in aggregate
value. Transactions in the subsegment during the second half of the year included:
	Cisco’s $2.7 billion acquisition of Sourcefire, which creates cybersecurity products to protect companies from attacks, at a reported valuation
of 9.1x revenue and 18.6x EBITDA
	IBM’s $800 million purchase of Trusteer, a provider of software that helps protect organizations against fraud

Most Active Software Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 42 percent of all deals in the Software segment and 35 percent of reported value in 2013, with 327 deals, of which 95 were
worth $10.6 billion in aggregate reported value. The most active strategic buyers in the segment included Intel, Autodesk, and France-based Dassault
Systemes, with five, four, and four acquisitions. Private equity firms accounted for 47 acquisitions in 2013, six of which were in the fourth quarter.

Software Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Information & Business Services
M&A and Investment Activity
Activity in the Information & Business Services segment remained strong in 2013, with 491 transactions (366 acquisitions and 125 investments),
of which 198 were reported at $26.2 billion in aggregate value. IT Consulting/Systems Integration was the most active subsegment in 2013,
accounting for 24 percent of activity in the segment with 119 transactions, 95 of which were acquisitions. Deals from the subsegment in the second
half of the year included:
	China-based Gohight Data Networks Technology’s agreement to acquire a 64 percent equity stake in China-based Neijing Gaoyang Jiexun Info Tech,
a provider of information technology services, for $87 million
	Cartersian Capital Group and Digital Realty’s $72 million purchase of common stock in Mexico-based Grupo redIT, a provider of managed IT
services and connectivity solutions
BPO was another active subsegment in 2013 with 50 transactions, 19 of which were worth $7.7 billion in aggregate deal value. Transactions in the
subsegment from the second half of the year included:
	Vista Equity Partners’ $800 million acquisition of Omnitracs, a provider of SaaS-based fleet management solutions for trucking customers
	Apollo Global Management’s $400 million purchase of Pitney Bowes’ Management Services business, which provides document device infrastructure
management outsourcing services, at a valuation of more than 6x EBITDA
	Magellan Health Services’ $100 million purchase of pharmacy benefits manager Partners Rx Management

Most Active Information & Business Services Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers completed 65 percent of deals in the segment, while venture and growth capital investors accounted for 25 percent. There were 47
buyout deals, 23 of which were worth $12.7 billion in aggregate reported value. Fourth quarter volume and value among strategics fell 24 percent and
20 percent, respectively, from 3Q13. In 4Q13, private equity buyout volume and value increased 44 percent and 93 percent compared to the previous
quarter, completing 13 deals, of which eight were worth $1.9 billion in aggregate reported value.

Information & Business Services Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Selected Recent Transactions
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About Petsky Prunier LLC
Petsky Prunier is one of the leading investment banks in the technology, media, marketing, eCommerce, and healthcare industries.
Our firm’s mergers and acquisitions and private placements advisory services reflect a unique blend of product specialization and industry
expertise. Together with strategic consulting firm Winterberry Group, a Petsky Prunier company, our organization represents one of
the largest industry-specific advisors providing strategic and transactional services. In addition, we offer international reach through our
partnership with Altium. Established for more than 20 years and privately owned, Altium is an international investment bank operating
from eight offices across Europe. Securities transactions are processed through Petsky Prunier Securities LLC, member of FINRA/SIPC.

Expertise. Commitment. Results.
New York
Palo Alto
Las Vegas
Chicago
Boston
Tampa
www.petskyprunier.com

Michael Petsky
Partner
212.842.6001
mpetsky@petskyprunier.com

John Prunier
Partner
212.842.6021
jprunier@petskyprunier.com

Sanjay Chadda
Partner & Managing Director
212.842.6022
schadda@petskyprunier.com

Norm Colbert
Partner & Managing Director
702.990.3280
ncolbert@petskyprunier.com

Christopher French
Managing Director
212.842.6033
cfrench@petskyprunier.com

Amy LaBan, CFA
Managing Director
212.842.7126
alaban@petskyprunier.com

Jed Laird
Managing Director
212.842.7120
jlaird@petskyprunier.com

Seth Rosenfield
Managing Director
212.842.6018
srosenfield@petskyprunier.com

John Sternfield
Managing Director
650.320.1650
jsternfield@petskyprunier.com

Scott Wiggins
Managing Director
212.842.6028
swiggins@petskyprunier.com

Matthew Kratter
Senior Vice President
212.842.6024
mkratter@petskyprunier.com

Securities offered through Petsky Prunier Securities, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC
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